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Mapping a single-molecule folding process onto
a topological space†
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Physics of protein folding has been dominated by conceptual frameworks including the nucleation–
propagation mechanism and the diffusion–collision model, and none address the topological properties of a
chain during a folding process. Single-molecule interrogation of folded biomolecules has enabled real-time
monitoring of folding processes at an unprecedented resolution. Despite these advances, the topology
landscape has not been fully mapped for any chain. Using a novel circuit topology approach, we map the
topology landscape of a model polymeric chain. Inspired by single-molecule mechanical interrogation
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studies, we restrained the ends of a chain and followed fold nucleation dynamics. We find that, before the
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on the cohesive interaction, the ultimate topological states of the collapsed polymer are largely independent
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of the interaction but depend on the speed of the folding process. After the nucleation, transient topological
rearrangements are observed that converge to a steady-state, where the fold grows in a self-similar manner.

nucleation, transient local entropic loops dominate. Although the nucleation length of globules is dependent

I. Introduction
The topology of a folded polymer chain is one of its key, yet less
understood properties. For example, the physics of protein
folding has been dominated by several theoretical frameworks
including the nucleation–propagation mechanism and the
diffusion–collision model, and none address the topological
properties of a chain during a folding process.1–5 Even a solid
definition of the topology of a folded linear chain was lacking
until recently, and most studies have been focused on knot
formation.6 Circuit topology has been recently proposed that
formalizes the arrangement of intra-chain molecular contacts
and allows for topology characterization of unknot folded
chains, such as the majority of identified proteins (497% do
not form knots).7–15 How the molecules explore the topology
landscape during folding and how the trajectory to the final
topology is affected by external constraints are intriguing open
questions. There are ubiquitous examples in nature and technology that macromolecules undergo drastic conformational
changes under constraints,16 including the translocation
process of (bio)polymers through nanopores,17–21 folding–
unfolding transitions of globular proteins in shear flow22–24
and constraining the chain ends by molecular chaperones and
a
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ribosomes.25–27 In such processes, depending on the speed of
the folding process, which can be considered as a measure of
deviation from the equilibrium or quasi-equilibrium state, and
geometrical constraints, the molecule undergoes different
intermediate states before folding into its final state.
There have been a number of numerical and analytical
studies on stretching globular homopolymers under a controlled
constant force or a constant unwinding velocity.28–33 However,
they all lack information on how the internal organization and
structure of the polymer changes during folding to the final
compact globular state. Here, we provide the first circuit topological mapping of a folding process and search for the determinants of fold topology during the folding process and of the final
‘‘native’’ structure. We ask whether and how constraints on the
end of the molecules and cohesive interactions affect the fold
topology. While the latter is important for understanding
biomolecular folding, the former is also technically important
as single-molecule pulling tools are emerging as key technologies for resolving folding processes (formation and disruption of
contacts).34–36 These techniques work by applying constraints on
the polymer ends which raises a critical question whether the
constraint itself affects the folding process.

II. Model
We used molecular dynamics (MD) to simulate a restrained
linear polymer chain. The chain has N = 1000 monomers whose
interactions are modeled by a coarse-grained potential (U).
The potential consists of non-bonded and bonded interactions
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and a constraining potential: U = ULJ + UFENE + UC. The pairwise
potentials between the monomers are described by the LennardJones (LJ) potential,
h  
X
6 i
12  
(1)
eij s ri; j  s ri; j ;
ULJ ¼ 4
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where ri, j is the distance between the monomers i and j, and s
is the length scale of the LJ potential. For the neighboring
monomers along the chain, eij = erep and the cut-oﬀ radius is
Rij = 21/6s; while for non-bonded pairs, eij = e and Rij = 3s. The
maximum distance between bonded (neighboring) pairs is
controlled by the FENE potential,38
UFENE ¼

  2 i
ks R02 X h
ln 1  ri; j R0 ;
2 hi; ji

(2)

where ks and R0 are the stiﬀness and the maximum stretching
limit of the bonds. We choose the LJ length scale (s) as the
length unit and the thermal energy (kBT) as the energy unit,
where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the system
temperature. The mass of all monomers is identical m and
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
the characteristic time scale is set as t ¼ kB T=ms2 . The
simulations are carried out by the LAMMPS program in the
canonical ensemble (NVT) using a Langevin thermostat.39,40
In all simulations, we set the parameters erep = kBT, ks = 30kBT
and R0 = 1.5s. The strength of the cohesive interaction varies
within the range e = 1.0–2.0kBT over which the quality of the
solvent is poor, and the chain is in the collapsed state (see Fig. S1
in the ESI†). The time step and the damping parameter for the
Langevin thermostat are chosen, respectively to be Dt = 0.01t and
l = 10t1. Both ends of the chain are constrained in each direction
independently by harmonic potentials with spring constant
kc = 100kBT/s2:
T  i
i
kc X h i
x  xi0
x  xi0 :
UC ¼
2 i¼1;N

(3)

The equilibrium positions of the first and last monomer are
N
T
given by x10 = [0.5L, 0, 0]T and xN
0 = [x0 (t), 0, 0] , respectively.
The chain is initially equilibrated in the fully stretched (or coil)
configuration for 104t with xN
0 (t) = 0.496L. This corresponds to
1
the initial distance between the two ends as xN
0  x0 = 0.996L
(see Fig. 1 right panel or Fig. S2 in the ESI†). Then the position
of the last monomer decreases by folding velocity vf, i.e.
xN
0 (t) = 0.496L  vft. The folding process continues until the
end-to-end distance reaches lee = 0.025L. At this point, it is
ensured that the size of the formed globule is smaller than the
end-to-end distance (see Fig. 1 right panel). Since the chain
does not have bending elasticity, the persistence length is one
monomer size, i.e. lp = s. For all cases, the averages and the
error bars are calculated over 10 independent simulation runs.
The initial equilibration process with diﬀerent random seeds
ensures that the initial conditions of the folding processes of all
trajectories are independent.
We define contact between two non-bonded monomers if
their relative distance is o1.5s. We analyzed the topology of
the chains during the folding processes by categorizing the
intra-chain contact arrangements as defined previously. In this
so-called circuit topology approach, the pair-wise arrangement
of contacts from a partially or fully folded polymer chain is
categorized into diﬀerent arrangement types namely, series (S),
parallel (P) and crossing (X). As it is shown in Fig. 2, such an
arrangement is analogous to the arrangement of elements in an
electrical circuit. The topological fraction of each category is
calculated by the number of loop pairs in that category divided
by the total number of loop pairs.

III. Results
We first examine the chains with no restraints. Depending on
the initial conditions, the free chain is either fully stretched
(FSC) or coiled (FCC). The former is simply a linear alignment

Fig. 1 (left panel) Folding process of a chain whose initial condition is in coil configuration (FCC) is shown with three successive snapshots generated by
VMD.37 (middle panel) The folding pathway of the FCC and RC in a topological space (SPX) is shown. (right panel) Nucleation and folding sequence of a
restrained chain (RC) is illustrated at diﬀerent end-to-end lengths (lee) when the folding speed is vf = 1  103s/t. The chains start to nucleate at
lee = 0.726L and the region in proximity to the nucleating globule is marked by a dashed circle. The cohesive strength between the monomers is
e = 2.0kBT in both the FCC and RC.
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Fig. 2 Illustration of loops in three diﬀerent topological states, series (S),
parallel (P) and cross (X). The contacts are displayed by two red circles.

of monomers spaced at the equilibrium bond length while the
initial configuration of the latter is sampled from the thermalized
(kBT) conformations of the chain in a good solvent (i.e. the cohesive
strength and the cut-oﬀ radius of the LJ potential between nonneighboring monomers are e = 1.0kBT and Rij = 21/6s, respectively).
The folding velocity of the FSC is approximated by the linear
velocity at which the two ends of a fully stretched chain approach
each other and depending on e; it lies within the range of vf = 0.3 
0.7s/t (see Fig. S3 in the ESI†). During the folding sequence of the
FSC, since the local mobility and deformation of the free chain’s
ends are more pronounced for the excited vibrational modes, two
globules are formed at both ends of the chain, and they grow until
they meet to form a massive globule (see Fig. S2 in the ESI†).
However for the FCC, several nuclei form along the free chain,
consequently, leading to a hierarchy of globules and ultimately
formation of a massive globule (see Fig. 1 left panel or Fig. S2 in
the ESI†). Since each globule forms a domain with high local
density of contacts, the final globule exhibits a self-similar
structure also known as the fractal globule.41,42 However, when
the restrained chain (RC) is folded with velocity vf = 103s/t, the
slowest velocity under examination which is two orders of
magnitude slower than the collapsing velocity of the FSC, a
single globule is nucleated and while two ends are closing, the
nucleus grows into a larger globule. Thus, due to the locality of
the loops in the domains of the FCC or FSC, it is more probable
to find two well-separated loops, each in diﬀerent domains,
having a serial topology compared with the internal structure of
the RC (Fig. 3). This explanation is also valid for the other
topological fractions, P and X, which are more likely for the RC
structure as the loops are more intertwined. By increasing e,
more intermediate and local globules are nucleated along the
FCC and the FSC, leading to enhancement of the collapsing
velocity and subsequently, the rise in the fraction of the S-loop
pairs. While in the case of RC, since the globule grows more
slowly, the nucleation and growth processes continue slowly
and hence, a much weaker increasing trend in the topological
fraction of S-loop pairs is observed.
It is worth mentioning that when the folding process occurs
rapidly the monomers do not have enough time to relax and
they form local separate compartments within the globule
(Fig. 1 left panel) whereas such compartments disappear in a
slow folding process as the monomers can diﬀuse within the
globule and relax the structure (Fig. 1 right panel).
The eﬀect of the out-of-equilibrium collapsing process on
the internal structures is investigated by comparing the circuit
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Fig. 3 Topology fractions of series (S), parallel (P) and cross (X) loops of
globules against cohesive interaction e. The globules are obtained from
simulations of restrained chains (RCs) as well as free chains having coiled
(FCC) initial configurations. The folding velocity of the RC is vf = 1  103s/t.
The averages and the error bars are calculated over 10 independent
trajectories.

Fig. 4 Topology fractions of series (a), parallel (b) and cross (c) loops of
the restrained globules against folding speeds vf. In each panel, the circles
and squares correspond to cohesive strength e = 1.0kBT and 2.0kBT,
respectively and the solid and dashed black lines represent the topological
fractions obtained from freely collapsed chains (see Fig. 2). The number of
contacts in the globules is shown in panel (d).

topology of the resulting folded chains at diﬀerent collapsing
speeds. As shown in Fig. 4 for two cohesive strengths e = 1.0,
2.0kBT, when the collapsing speed increases to vf = 102s/t, the
topological fractions of the RC internal loops approach those of
the FSC (solid and dashed lines). As displayed in Fig. 4d, the
number of contacts within the globules having a larger cohesive
strength, e = 2.0kBT, is higher than when e = 1.0kBT. This is
expected since in the collapsed globule with e = 2.0kBT, the
attractive forces are larger, and it is more probable to find two
monomers within the contact region (1.5s). Furthermore, the
number of contacts of the RC is approximately equal to that of
the FSC and does not change by varying the folding velocities.
This implies the necessity of the topological arrangement as a
piece of extra information to distinguish between diﬀerent
globular structures having the same number of contacts.
The evolution of the internal structures of the globules
against the end-to-end distance lee is shown in Fig. 5 for slow
(panel a) and high (panel b) folding speeds. In both folding
speeds when the chain is in the elongated regime (lee/L 4 0.8),
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Fig. 6 The probability of the contacts of the RC as a function of distance s
for diﬀerent globules. The contact probability in all globules decays with
scaling Bs1 within the intermediate distance interval. All curves are
obtained through averaging over final configurations of 10 independent
simulation runs.

Fig. 5 Topology fractions of the loops against end-to-end distance lee for
diﬀerent cohesive strengths (e) and when the folding velocity is vf = 0.001s/t (a)
and vf = 0.01s/t (b).

transient (entropic) loops appear along the chain, thus occupying
the serial topology. Due to the chain elongation, the transient
loops do not collide leading to zero fractions of parallel and cross
topology. At the nucleation length (lnuc), the chain starts to
nucleate and form its primary collapsed structure. The topological
states of the loops within the nuclei are diﬀerent from the
transient loops leading to sudden drops in the serial topological
fraction and rises in the fractions of the parallel and cross
topology. This event confirms that within the nucleus, the dominant topological classes of the loops are parallel and cross; this is
similar to the the topological changes associated with the formation of secondary structures (i.e., alpha helices and beta-sheet)
during protein folding processes. Then the nucleus grows into a
larger globule as the chain’s moving end approaches the other
end. During the growth process, while the monomers are added
into the globule with the rate of the folding velocity vf, the
topological states of the globule are preserved. Additionally, as it
is shown in Fig. 3 for the slow folding speed, within the statistical
error bars, the topological fractions of the final structures of the
collapsed chains converge to the same values. This is interesting
because although for the chain having a larger cohesive strength,
the onset of the nucleation is earlier, this does not aﬀect the final
topological states of the globules. The self-similar circuit of the
loops and the corresponding sizes after the nucleation events are
also shown in Fig. S5 of the ESI.†
To analyze the statistics of the loop size, we computed the
probability of contacts Pc(s) as a function of monomer distance
s (loop length) along the contour length of the chain (Fig. 6).
A universal decay with scaling Pc B s1 is observed within the
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intermediate distance interval (approximately 10–100s) for all
globules, resembling the fractal-like structure.41 The contact
probability distribution of the FCC and the FSC also follows the
same decay (see Fig. 6 in the ESI†). It has been proven that for a
network of interconnected chain, the configurational weight of
the loops obeys power-law decay Bsa whose exponent a is
universal and it is dependent on the topology of the loops, i.e.
the number of emerging strands from the loop.43 Such a
universal property has been used to study analytically the
RNA translocation through nanopores44 and thermodynamics
of RNA molecules close to folding transition.45
The size of the loops formed in each topological state
can be quantified by calculating the contact orders. The contact
order of two loops with topology of i is calculated by

P 1
COi ¼ ð1=2Ni LÞ
DLi þ DL2i , where Ni is the number of
i

double loops, which are categorized in the topological state i,
and DL1i and DL2i are the monomer separation of each loop and
L is the chain contour length. The contact orders of each
topological sets in the course of folding are shown in Fig. 7
when the cohesive strength is e = 2kBT and folding speed is

Fig. 7 Contact order of loops as a function of end-to-end distance for
diﬀerent topological classes, series (a), parallel (b), cross (c) and for the
whole loops (d). The cohesive interaction strength is e = 2kBT and the
folding speeds are vf = 0.001s/t and vf = 0.01s/t.
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vf = 0.001, 0.01s/t. As has also been found for the compact
structure of the chain under spherical confinement,13 there is a
universal trend i.e., COs o COp o COx. The reason is that the
loop pairs in S topology are locally formed along the chain and
the contour distance between the loop pairs is not important
in the contact order. However the loop pairs in P and X are
the result of nonlocal contacts of the chain segment that
subsequently leads to the formation of large loops. The nonequilibrium eﬀect of folding speed is also reflected by the
decrease in the size of loops of all topological states. This is
the consequence of the compartmentization of monomers in
the globule structure and the emergence of large local domains
in which the loops are mainly formed by the contacts between
the monomers having a small distance along the contour
length (see Fig. 1).
To specify the nucleation length at which a stable globule is
formed and then grows, we computed the number of contacts
during the folding process for all trajectories. The average hnci
and variance hnc2i  hnci2 of ten trajectories are plotted in
Fig. 8. For all cohesive strengths, in the extended regime
(lee/L 4 0.8) the transient entropic loops are formed along
the chain, and since the looping probability is proportional to
the length L  lee, there is an increasing trend as the ends of the
chain are closing (Fig. 8a). Such an increasing trend is observed
in all trajectories and thus the variance becomes negligible
(Fig. 8b). When lee approaches the vicinity of the nucleation
length lnuc, the chain starts to nucleate and subsequently, there

Paper

Fig. 9

Rescaled nucleation length (lnuc/L) for diﬀerent cohesive strengths e.

is an abrupt rise in the number of contacts. The uncertainty of
the nucleation length in each trajectory is captured by the large
change in the contact number variance. After the nucleation
lee 4 lnuc, as the nucleus starts to grow to a larger globule, the
number of internal contacts increases linearly with 1  lee/L
while the variance of the contacts among the trajectories
becomes negligible.
To determine the nucleation length, the contact variations
are fitted with Gaussian curves (solid curves in Fig. 8b). The
means and standard deviations which are considered as the
error bars of the Gaussian fits are plotted in Fig. 9.
As is described in the following, we build a thermodynamic
model involving the internal energy and entropy of the chain
during the folding and then we try to investigate the nucleation
events and explain the observed trend in Fig. 9. It is supposed
that we have a freely rotating LJ chain of length L whose
cohesive inter-monomer interaction is e. The chain is initially
stretched along the x-direction, and the two ends of the chain
are fixed. Then, one of the chain’s ends approaches the other
end along the x-axis by a constant velocity vf. If the distance
between both ends reaches lnuc, the chain starts to nucleate. For
a very slow speed, the process can be considered as quasi-static
and close to equilibrium and then we can write the equilibrium
free energy diﬀerence ðDF Þ between the nucleated and nonnucleated states as follows:
DF ¼ DE  TDS

(4)

where T is the temperature and DE and DS are the diﬀerence in
the internal energy and entropy of the chain in the nucleation
event. The chain’s internal energy diﬀerence in the nucleation
is mainly due to the nucleated globule (see Fig. 1 right panel)
and it can be approximated by the size of the emerging globule,
DE = e(gVNG + gSNG2/3).

Fig. 8 The mean (a) and variance (b) of the number of contacts of the
chain when the folding speed is vf = 0.001s/t. The results are presented for
diﬀerent cohesive strengths e which are obtained using 10 independent
trajectories.

20342 | Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2019, 21, 20338--20345

(5)

Here, NG is the number of monomers inside the nucleated part
of the chain and the parameters gV and gS account for the
interaction energies dependening on the volume and surface
of the nucleated globule, respectively. To obtain the parameters
gV and gS, we simulated free chains with diﬀerent lengths
NG = 10,. . .100 and with diﬀerent cohesive strengths e. After
the chain collapses into a globule, the equilibrium interaction
potential ULJ is calculated for all cases and it is plotted in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 10 The interaction energy ULJ of globular polymers having a diﬀerent
number of monomers NG. The strength of the cohesive interaction is
ranged within e= 1.0–2.0kBT, and the arrow shows the increase in the
values. The solid lines represent the fitting functions as explained in
the text. The inset shows the re-scaled interacting energy ULJ/e and the
solid line represents the fitting curve whose coefficients are gV = 12.5 and
gS = 27.0.

For each dataset, eqn (5) is fitted as shown by solid lines.
The variation of the obtained fitting values (Table S1 of the ESI†)
is small, so we consider the averaged values, i.e., gV = 12.5 and
gS = 27.0, for the rest of the study (see the rescaled internal
energy ULJ/e in the inset of Fig. 5).
To calculate the entropy diﬀerence in the nucleation event
(DS in eqn (4)), it is required to formulate the configuration
entropy of the chain. In this respect, we neglect the chain
cohesive interaction and assume it as a self-avoiding chain
(SAC) instead, i.e. non-bonded monomers only interact through
the repulsive part of the LJ potential (i.e. e = kBT, the cut-oﬀ
radius is set at Rij = 21/6s and the potential is shifted by e).
Then we use Jarzynski’s equality46,47 to relate the free energy
diﬀerence between the chain’s fully stretched state and the state
at which the chain’s end-to-end distance is lee to the work required
to transit the chain between the two states. We use the same
constraining harmonic potential as in eqn (3). The work required
to contract the chain with a constant velocity vf is calculated by48
ðt
W0!t ¼ kc vf dt 0 ½xðt 0 Þ  x0  vf t 0 ;
(6)

contraction process. In this case, one can neglect second and
higher cumulants. Therefore, the equilibrium free energy is
equal to the thermal average of work. Since in the SAC, the
interaction of the monomers is short-ranged and repulsive,
only the chain’s configurational entropy contributes to the free
energy, DF = TDS. The entropy of the fully stretched chain is
zero because, in this state, the chain has only one configuration
and we set it as the reference, i.e., F(lee) = TS(lee). The free
energy profile (FEP) of the SAC when vf = 103s/t is shown
inFig. 11. Additionally, we calculate the FEP when the chain is
being stretched. As shown in the inset, the FEPs in both
directions of the contraction and stretching are approximately
equal (there is maximum 20kBT deviation for the interval
lee/L o 0.1 which is not under examination). This implies that
under the velocity vf = 103s/t, the contracting/stretching
process is quasi-static and reversible for lee/L 4 0.1. It is worth
mentioning that the contraction time scale tc = 1000t is also
comparable with the slowest relaxation time obtained from the
Rouse model, tp = zN2s2/3p2kBT.49–51 In the Rouse model, the
chain is assumed to be ideal and given the length of N = 1000
and the friction coefficient of the surrounding solvent z = 101
(this coefficient is obtained from the ratio of the monomer
mass to the damping coefficient used in the Langevin thermostat,
i.e. m/l39), the slowest relaxation time becomes tp E 3370t. In
addition to the SAC, we calculated the free energy of an ideal
chain (IC). I.e. ULJ = 0 for non-bonded pairs. In the extended
regime lee/L 4 0.5, the excluded volume interaction is negligible.
Thus FEPs of the IC and SAC follow similar trends. However,
when the chain’s ends approach closer lee/L t 0.4, the selfavoiding interaction becomes more apparent, and FEPs deviate.
We approximate the FEPs by the following polynomial functions:
DF ðlee Þ ¼

1
X
n¼0

an

 n
lee
:
L

(9)

Since the FEPs should be symmetric around lee = 0, the coefficients
of the odd exponents are zero. We use the polynomial fitting
functions of order eight as shown by solid lines in Fig. 11.

0

where x0 = x(0) is the initial position of the last monomer of the
chain and t is the time at which the chain end-to-end distance
reaches lee. To reduce the notation, in the rest of the paper, we use
W instead of W0-t. According to Jarzynski’s equality, the free
energy change along the contraction procedure is related to the
non-equilibrium work,46
eDF/kBT = heW/kBTi.

(7)

Since the equality holds in a non-equilibrium process, it is valid
for all ranges of folding velocity. The RHS of the equation can
be expanded and the whole expression can be rewritten as48
DF ¼ hWi 


2  2
hW i  hWi2 þ    :
kB T

(8)

In the slow contraction speed, i.e., the quasi-static process,
the chain remains close to the equilibrium state during the

This journal is © the Owner Societies 2019

Fig. 11 The free energy of the constrained ideal chain and the selfavoiding chain as a function of the chain’s end-to-end length (lee). The
solid lines represent the fitting functions as described in the text. The red
and blue lines are quadratic functions that are fitted to the length lee/L o 0.4.
The inset shows free energy of the chain calculated in the contracting and
stretching processes.
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Fig. 12 The free energy change DF of the constrained chain in the
nucleation events when the end-to-end distance of the chain is constrained at diﬀerent lengths lee. The arrow shows the increasing trend in
the strength of the cohesive interaction.

The corresponding coefficients are listed in Table S2 of the
ESI.† In the low extension limit, the quadratic functions are
also fitted to the FEPs of the IC and the SAC, as shown by red
and blue curves in Fig. 11.
In the nucleation event, the entropy of the chain is given by
S 1 ¼ Fðlnuc Þ=T. After the nucleation event, we assume that
the tails of the chain are stretched, i.e. NG = L  lee, and there is
only the contribution of nucleus translational entropy along the
chain S 2 ¼ kB lnðlee =sÞ. Thus, we can rewrite the free energy
diﬀerence (eqn (4)) as

DF ðlee Þ ¼  e gV ðL  lee Þ þ gS ðL  lee Þ2=3
 kB T lnðlee =sÞ 

8
X
n¼0

an

 n
lee
:
L

(10)

Fig. 12 shows the free energy change of the chain in the
nucleation events against lee for diﬀerent strengths of cohesive
interaction. As it is expected from the classical nucleation
theory, there is a free energy barrier in the extended regime
due to the interplay between the internal energy of nuclei and
the chain’s configurational entropy change upon nucleation.
The nucleation lengths are obtained by letting DF ðlnuc Þ ¼ 0 and
plotted in Fig. 9. Similar to the simulation results, there is a
monotonic increase in the nucleation length as e increases.
However, quantitatively, there is a mismatch which originated
from the simplification and assumption we used to obtain the
chain entropy and nucleation energy.

IV. Conclusion
Despite the simplicity of the approach, the topology analysis
conducted here provides insights that might be relevant
generically to folded linear (bio)polymers. We looked for the
determinants of native state topology as well as the determinants
of the fold topology during folding pathways. We find that the
initial end-to-end distance of an unfolded chain has negligible
eﬀects on the native state topology. The final state topology is
however aﬀected by folding speed if the chain ends approach in a

20344 | Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2019, 21, 20338--20345

controlled manner as the chain folds. This is particularly
noticeable when a chain with tight native contacts folds under
low folding speeds. By fast reduction of the end-to-end
distance, a native state topology, similar to that of a freely
folding chain will be obtained. This is important as in singlemolecule pulling experiments, and the independence of final
topology on the folding pathway is often assumed.
In our analysis, the strength of the interaction energies
appears as the main determinant of the folding pathway in
the space of fold topologies. Importantly, we find that the
interaction strength determines the onset of nucleation events.
Our observation has also been justified using a thermodynamic
model which is built on the chain internal energy and entropy.
The interaction energy aﬀects the native state topology as well.
We noticed that by increasing the interaction energies, the total
number of contacts increases and the series arrangement is
slightly promoted in the final folded state.
We note that our model ignores the complexity of linear
chains found in nature including biological molecules (e.g.,
proteins and nucleic acids). We however believe that despite its
simplicity, the model enables us to reveal a generic topological
picture of a chain folding process. The coarse-grained polymer
model we used in this work can represent a mean-field picture
of a protein in which the monomers of the chain represent a
group of residues with uniform interaction. The protein folding
problem can be seen at diﬀerent levels of coarse-graining; at
each level, the onset of folding often refers to the emergence of
a nucleus which is composed of either large unstructured loops
or partially formed secondary structures.52 In the future, our
study can readily be extended to include more complex models.
Furthermore, our topological analysis was limited primarily to
the frequency changes in basic topological arrangements i.e.,
X, P and S. Circuit topology matrices however include additional
information which could be relevant.6 Finally, our predictions
however are theoretical and thus call for experimental validation.
The experimental validations of our findings will be considered in
our future studies.
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